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Abstract
Background: For assessing the effects of interventions on exercise tolerance, the tolerable duration (tlimit) of a
high-intensity constant-speed endurance test is recommended. The test intensity is determined by the test speed
(stest) which should be individualized to target a tlimit of 3 to 15 minutes. We determined the accuracy of setting the
stest to achieve a targeted tlimit of 3 to 15 minutes using the participant’s easily measured and non-fatiguing usual
(susual) and fast (sfast) walk speeds.
Methods: Participants with COPD were asked to walk at their usual and fast walk speeds to establish their susual and
sfast. This required that they walk for less than 1 minute. The individualized stest was calculated from a previously
developed equation (0.57 x [sfast – susual]) + susual. Participants then completed a constant-speed endurance test,
walking at this calculated stest to intolerance, to determine if the resultant tlimit occurred within 3 to 15 minutes.
Results: Twenty-nine participants (forced expiratory volume in 1 second [FEV1] and standard deviation [SD ]=43
[25] %predicted; FEV1 to forced vital capacity [FVC]ratio= 41 [13]%; susual = 57.3 [10.4] meters per minute (m•min-1);
sfast = 71.7 [10.7] m•min-1) completed the study. During testing, 24 (83%) participants used supplemental oxygen
and 16 (55%) used a walking aid. The derived stest was 65.6 [10.3] m•min-1 with the observed tlimit of 6.0 [5.0]
minutes. Twenty-four of 29 (83 %) endurance tests were within 3 to 15 minutes.
Conclusion: Using the usual and fast walk speeds provides a simple, quick, inexpensive method for clinicians to
set an acceptable endurance walk speed.
Abbreviations: exercise duration, tlimit; test speed, stest; usual walk speed, susual; fast walk speed, sfast; forced expiratory volume in 1 second,
FEV1; forced vital capacity, FVC; meters per minute, m•min-1; critical walk speed, scritical; 6-minute walk test distance, 6MWTdist; Medical
Research Council, MRC; ideal or targeted endurance time, ttarget;
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Introduction
The duration (tlimit) of a high-intensity constant-power
endurance test is recommended as the test of choice
when evaluating the effects of an intervention on
exercise tolerance, both in the clinical and research
settings, because of its ability to assess treatment
responsiveness.1-4 The metabolic stressor of constant
mechanical power could be any physical activity
including cycling or walking. With walking, mechanical
power is derived from the participant’s walking speed as
long as the individual’s weight is preserved.
The walking speed of the endurance test (stest) must
be specific to the patient and should be targeted to be
within the individual’s high intensity domain. It has
been suggested that this domain could be achieved by
targeting a tlimit of 3 to 15 minutes.5,6 In a stest that is too
fast, the tlimit will be less influenced by the individual’s
endurance characteristics and will be tolerated only for
a short duration (< 3 minutes). Even in the presence of
a large interventional effect on endurance, only small
changes in tlimit will be observed if the stest is too fast (an
unresponsive test). During a stest that is too slow, close
to the critical speed (scritical) near the exponentially
rising point of the speed to endurance curve, the
untreated control exercise can be continued indefinitely
and will not be helpful in discriminating the effects
of the treatment (an unresponsive test). Therefore,
the ideal test speed will result in a tlimit of 7 minutes,
below a speed that is unresponsive (resulting in tlimit >
3 minutes) but above the scritical (resulting in tlimit < 15
minutes).
Conventionally, a percentage (70 to 85%) of an
incremental test to intolerance is used to set the intensity
of the endurance test.1,3,7-10 Practical limitations of
this approach include test administration time and
participant carry-over fatigue. For example, it may take
an extra hour to administer 1 incremental test on the
day before, to avoid carry-over effects, before having the
individual return to complete the endurance tests used
to assess the effects of the intervention. The alternative
of basing the test speed of a high-intensity constantspeed endurance test upon the 6-minute walk test
(6MWT) is limited by the inconsistency of the 6MWT
intensity.11,12 From previous research, we observed a
simpler alternative to setting the stest by using the usual
(susual) and fast (sfast) walking speeds.12 This approach
requires the individual to walk for less than 1 minute

(< 30 seconds at their usual speed and < 30 seconds at
their fast speed).
Usual walk speed is determined by simply asking
an individual to walk, for a relatively short distance
and without encouragement, at their usual speed. It
is a brief, valid, sensitive non-fatiguing measure often
included in clinical research studies.13,14 During this
test, individuals are also requested to demonstrate their
fast walk speed,15-17 which reflects their potential to
respond to increased demands. The susual and sfast mark
the lower, scritical, and upper boundaries of an individual’s
unsustainable (high intensity) walk domain.12 In
a pilot study,18 we determined that in patients with
chronic lung disease a large proportion of endurance
walk speeds were within speeds bounded by the susual
and sfast. Moreover, an equation derived from the speed
to endurance time relationship12 that incorporated the
patients’ susual and sfast could identify acceptable walk
tests (tlimit of 3 to 15 minutes).
Although the susual and sfast are easy to measure and
are well tolerated, the utilization of these walk tests
for setting the endurance walk speed has not been
prospectively evaluated. Thus, the objective of the
present study was to prospectively evaluate, in a cohort
of patients with COPD, the accuracy of achieving
an acceptable tlimit of 3 to 15 minutes using the stest
calculated from the individual’s demonstrated susual and
sfast.

Methods
Recruitment
After approval by the joint Bridgepoint/West Park/
Toronto Central Community Care Access Centre/
Toronto Grace Health Centre Research Ethics Board,
#2012-26, stable patients with moderate to severe
COPD,19 including those who required supplemental
oxygen or a wheeled-ambulatory aid for walking (also
known as a wheeled-walker or rollator), were recruited.
Exclusion criteria included unstable cardiovascular
disease, an acute respiratory exacerbation within 4
weeks or a predominant orthopaedic or neurologic
limitation to walking. Study participants gave informed
consent before study participation.
Measuring Participant Characteristics
Demographic characteristics (age, gender, and body
mass index), spirometry, Medical Research Council
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(MRC) Dyspnea scale and the most recent 6MWT
distance (6MWTdist), within 6 months, were obtained
from the participants’ medical records. Supplemental
oxygen and the use of a wheeled walker were recorded
at the time of testing.
Derivation of Study Equations
In previous work,12 we observed that the susual
approximated the sustainable walk speed (scritical) and
that the sfast, on average, could be endured for 4 minutes
(the point at which the sfast intersected the speed to
endurance time curve; see Figure 1 ). In a pilot

Figure 1: From a previous study,12 endurance time as a function
of walking speed (solid line) established by constant walk speed
endurance tests (solid circles), described by equation, showing
that the usual (broken line 1 dot) and fast (broken line 2 dots) walk
speeds mark the boundaries of a patient’s walking tolerance in the
high intensity domain. The fast walk speed intersects the curve at
4 minutes (large open circle). The dotted line shows the ideal test
speed that would achieve the target of 7 minutes, given only 1 test.

study,18 summarized in the Online Data Supplement,
we observed that the majority of clinical endurance walk
test results fell within speeds bounded by the susual and
sfast and, using these results, we derived equation 1 that
could predict the measured tlimit.
4 x (s - susual )
t predicted = s fast
test - s usual

(equation 1)

The current study was designed to prospectively
determine the proportion of high-intensity, constantspeed endurance tests that would result in a tlimit
between 3 and 15 minutes when the stest was set using

the algebraic equivalent of equation 1. In equation 2,
tpredicted was replaced with the ideal endurance time
(ttarget) of 7 minutes, a point that was well balanced on
the hyperbolic speed to endurance time curve (Figure
1) and hypothesized as an ideal endurance time for a
pre-intervention test ensuring responsiveness to an
intervention.

(equation 2)
stest =

4 x (sfast - susual )

t target

+ susual =

4 x (sfast - susual )
7

+ susual

Determining exercise duration (tlimit )
First, a participant’s susual and sfast was determined.
To measure susual and sfast, the participant walked
unaccompanied on a level, enclosed, temperaturecontrolled corridor. Each participant was instructed to
“walk at your usual pace until you reach the far pylon
and return at a speed you consider to be fast.” Usual and
fast speeds were measured over the middle 10 meters of
each walk. The procedure was repeated after a 5 minute
rest and the average of susual and sfast was calculated.
Second, after another 5 minute rest, participants
completed a constant-speed endurance walk test. For
the endurance test, stest was calculated using equation
2 and the measured averages of the susual and sfast. The
participant followed a test administrator, who walked
straight back and forth along a 30 meter floor marked at
5 meter intervals. Walking was at a pre-selected speed
guided by an audio signal with beeps, coinciding with
each marker, to set the speed.12 For example, a preselected test speed of 60 meters per minute (m•min-1 )
required a frequency of 12 beeps per minute. The test
did not control the stride or cadence and the participant
focused only on following the administrator. Endurance
time (tlimit) occurred when the participant, despite
encouragement, could not maintain their stest.
Analysis
We used SAS® software (SAS Institute v9.3) for
statistical analysis. Mean values for each variable were
calculated and expressed as mean [standard deviation
(SD)] or mean [95% confidence intervals] unless stated
otherwise. The sample size was set prospectively based
on the number of participants required to determine
the repeatability of susual and sfast with acceptable
precision.20 We used a paired t-test to determine if
there was a significant difference between the measured
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endurance time (tlimit) and the targeted endurance
time (ttarget). We calculated the proportion of tests that
resulted in a tlimit between 3 and 15 minutes when the
stest was set using equation 2.

Results
Of the 48 patients screened, 36 (75%) were eligible
and 29 (81%) completed the study. Twelve candidates
were not eligible because they did not have a clear
diagnosis of COPD,5 had a recent exacerbation3 or had
an orthopaedic condition that limited their walking.4 Of
the eligible candidates, 3 declined to participate and 4
were withdrawn because of the occurrence of an acute
exacerbation after giving their consent to participate.
The characteristics of the moderately to severe COPD
participants (FEV1 [SD] = 43 [25] %predicted; FEV1/
FVC = 41 [13] %) are described in Table 1. Sixteen

endurance time (tlimit) and the targeted endurance time
(ttarget) set using the susual and sfast (equation 2). As
the difference was not normally distributed (ShapiroWilk Normality Test failed; p < 0.05), we also tested the
difference between tlimit and ttarget using the Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank Test. The median difference between
tlimit and ttarget was not significant (-2.96 [interquartile
range: -3.89 to 0.33] minutes; p=0.10). Twenty-four (83
[69 to 97] %) of the 29 endurance tests were within 3 to
15 minutes (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Individual results of endurance time plotted versus
endurance walk speed. The broken lines mark the upper and lower
range of acceptable endurance time.

Discussion

participants (55%) used supplemental oxygen during
walking and 24 (83%) used a rollator. Fifteen of 16
participants transported their oxygen cylinder in their
rollator whereas 1 participant pulled a cart carrying their
oxygen cylinder. The walk speeds, including the stest
(65.6 [10.3] m•min-1) and endurance test results (tlimit
= 6.0 [5.0] min), are reported in Table 2 . There was not

a significant difference (p=0.31) between the measured

We describe an easy, quick method for establishing a
walking speed that can be tolerated for 3 to 15 minutes
and then demonstrated, prospectively, that a constantspeed endurance walk test speed (stest), calculated
from a 7 minute target and the individual’s susual and
sfast, will reliably achieve a test result (tlimit) of 3 to 15
minutes. The observations described are applicable to
patients with moderate to severe COPD, typical of those
enrolled in pulmonary rehabilitation or those referred
for an oxygen assessment in which exercise tolerance is
an important outcome of functional improvement. This
approach requires only 1 minute of walking before the
endurance test and provides a valuable alternative to a
physically-demanding and time-consuming preliminary
incremental test.
The high-intensity endurance test has excellent
responsiveness provided the test power, which is speed
in the case of walk tests, is within the individual’s high
intensity domain.1,5 Setting test speed from incremental
walk tests (often the average of 2 tests) is demanding
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and may require more than one patient visit.3 The
simple, quick measurement of susual and sfast eliminates
the need for either a preliminary incremental or 6MWT
test to establish the test speed for the constant-speed
endurance test. Although the accuracy of achieving a
targeted result was consistent with standard methods,
this protocol offers the advantage of being faster and
less demanding than comparable tests. Compared to
83% of participants in the current study reaching the test
range of 3 to 15 minutes, 16 (76%) of 21 participants in
a bronchodilator study achieved a tlimit between 3 to 15
minutes when test speed was set from an incremental
walk test21 and, in a comparison of various exercise
tests, 17 (65%) of 26 participants showed endurance
test results within the 3 to 15 minute range after 2
incremental tests.22
The method tested in this study has the advantage
of basing the test walk speed on 2 measured points
at the extremes of an individual’s walk domain rather
than using a single point to reflect the upper or lower
boundary as in the incremental test or the self-paced
6MWT, respectively. The sfast indicates the upper part
of the endurance domain12 and is likely close to the
highest speed that would be achieved on an incremental
test. The susual provides the lower boundary as it is close
to the sustainable speed.11,12 Given that self-paced
tests are subject to behavioral carry-over effects,23-25
the susual and sfast, being simple and non-demanding,
could be repeated in the same session multiple times if
required to establish stability and increase the precision
of the measurement.
It has been suggested that26 when using the
laboratory constant power cycle endurance ergometry
test, a pre-intervention control tlimit of 4 to 7 minutes
is desirable and maybe achievable when testing healthy
individuals.6 However, this range may not be practical
in patients with COPD who have a greater heterogeneity
in their walking speed to endurance relationship. In
participants similar to ours undergoing a series of
constant power cycle endurance tests, there was a
significant deviation (2.3 minutes) from the expected
tlimit and a wide range of values (3.6 to 22 minutes)
even after the exclusion of 3 outliers from the analysis.6
In many instances a second test at an adjusted speed
was required to achieve the desired target. The broader
range of 3 to 15 minutes for the walking test may be
more acceptable.
The limitation of using usual and fast walking speeds
to set the test speed is that a small number of patients

(17%) may not achieve an endurance time of 3 to 15
minutes. This requires a second constant-speed test,
using an adjusted stest, to achieve a result within the
responsive range. However, this circumstance occurs
less frequently with the usual and fast walk tests to set
speed than when the test speed is determined from
an incremental test.21, 22 In both instances a second
constant power test is required.
Although most participants had an endurance
time within the suggested target, the results were not
normally distributed and a majority (n = 20; see Figure
2) of the participants were in the lower acceptable range.
The non-normal distribution observed is characteristic
of a single point endurance test.6 Although endurance
could be better characterized by the critical speed that
describes the endurance component of the entire high
intensity domain, and would be normally distributed, its
determination would require performing more than one
test, using different speeds, and calculating the critical
speed. This is impractical in most clinical and research
situations.
Participants enrolled had moderate to severe COPD.
In more fit patients with milder disease, their walking
domain would be shifted to higher speeds with a faster
susual and a greater difference between susual and sfast.
Such individuals would be unlikely to be assessed for
ambulatory oxygen and when exercising could tolerate
more physically-demanding tests such as running, so
the approach described would not be indicated.
In conclusion, we describe a simple, quick and
inexpensive approach using the usual and fast walking
speeds to set the test speed for a high-intensity constantspeed walking test in patients with moderate to severe
COPD. It is comparable in accuracy, less physicallydemanding and requires less technical time than the
conventional approach.
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